
Introduction

The air was already heavy and warm. Morning breezes kept the room at a 
comfortable temperature, but handheld church fans at each seat hinted at 
the warmer afternoon ahead. As workshop participants finished a tradi-
tional southern breakfast, a few conversed with friends from home while 
others made small talk with new acquaintances. Still others gazed out 
the windows at the Dorchester Academy’s wide lawn. For some, the live 
oaks and Georgia pines seemed a world away from rural hometowns scat-
tered across the South. They looked forward to the beach field trip where 
they planned to collect seashells and gather sand in Coca-Cola bottles for 
friends and family back home.1
 Promptly at nine o’clock, Dorothy Cotton walked to the chalkboard at 
the front of the room and asked them to take their seats. She opened the 
session with a prayer and group singing. As the last notes faded, she asked, 
“What is a citizen?” They carefully considered the question. The first to 
respond said, “Someone who doesn’t break the law.” Others picked up on 
this idea, adding, “Following the Ten Commandments” and “If you treat 
your neighbor right.” Cotton patiently encouraged responses and waited 
for the moment. It happened in every workshop. One of the students men-
tioned the Constitution. Cotton beamed and asked, “What is this Con-
stitution?” and sparked “intense dialogue.” One hundred years after pas-
sage of the Fourteenth Amendment, the gathered adults were reminded, 
or learned for the first time, that “all persons born or naturalized in the 
United States . . . are citizens of the United States and the state wherein 
they reside. No state can breach or privilege this.” Cotton emphasized the 
last phrase: “No state can breach or privilege this.” For southern African 
Americans, this information radically altered their relationship to the state. 
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On this morning, “they learned and accepted that there [was] something 
called the ‘supreme law of the land,’ and an amendment that says no state 
can breach this.” As the discussion continued, participants “started to get a 
new awareness of their own power.”2

 Between 1961 and 1970, similar discussions marked the opening of the 
Southern Christian Leadership Conference’s (SCLC) teacher training work-
shops for the Citizenship Education Program (CEP). From its origins on 
the South Carolina coast in 1957, the CEP spread to every southern state by 
1969. Gathering in churches, living rooms, beauty shops, and community 
centers, citizenship school teachers, mostly black women, taught friends 
and neighbors to read and write. This was subversive work in the Jim Crow 
South because reading, writing, and calculating was empowering. Liter-
ate black men and women gathered their own information, figured fair 
compensation for a hard day’s work, and registered formal complaints, and 
they walked up courthouse steps, faced white courthouse clerks, and took 
literacy tests for voter registration. In the segregated South, teaching lit-
eracy for political action could crack the foundation of white supremacy. 
Citizenship school teachers were well aware of this potential and nurtured 
the individual transformations that sowed seeds for collective action. CEP 
students practiced ABCs in lessons designed to spark discussion about 
the very meaning of citizenship. Blending traditions of participatory de-
mocracy and a deeply rooted gendered political culture, CEP students 
and teachers enacted a citizenship that was more than an abstract status 
conferred by the state. “First-class” citizens acted in service to self, family, 
community, and nation. CEP classes became gathering spaces where local 
people discussed, organized, and demanded change. From these makeshift 
classrooms, they contributed to the groundswell for social justice.
 This book tells the citizenship school teachers’ story. These women are 
not new to the civil rights narrative. In photographs of mass meetings, 
they are there, singing, praying, and giving hard-earned money to support 
the cause. When organizers recall direct action campaigns, these women 
are there, marching, cooking, brewing pot after pot of strong coffee, and 
opening their homes to field staff and volunteers. In news reports about 
violence that kept pace with non-violent action, these women are there as 
well, mourning the dead, comforting the injured, and nursing their own 
wounds. There was a tie that binds, and for many southern African Ameri-
can women, that tie was the Citizenship Education Program. Like the con-
trast dial on an old television, this book brings their work into sharp focus.3
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 This is not the first study to reveal CEP teachers at work. The program 
originated through a partnership between local leaders on the South Car-
olina coast and the Highlander Folk School. In 1961, the SCLC assumed 
administrative responsibility for the newly renamed Citizenship Educa-
tion Program. As a result, the program has been incorporated into stud-
ies of these supporting institutions.4 Memoirs by civil rights organizers 
document CEP teachers’ leadership and participation in local campaigns.5 
Recent trends in civil rights historiography shed further light on the citi-
zenship schools. Beginning in the 1990s, historians shifted the spotlight 
from charismatic male leaders to broaden perspective on the civil rights 
movement, directly challenging gendered characterizations of women as 
supporters and followers.6 Within this scholarship, Katherine Mellen Char-
ron’s biography of CEP founder Septima Clark provides the most compre-
hensive assessment of citizenship school teachers’ reach and impact.7 At 
the same time, local histories reframed a top-down narrative that privi-
leged civil rights organizations and the federal government. These histo-
rians advanced not one mass movement but a framework of “civil rights 
movements” where collective momentum from “a web of local struggles” 
generated the groundswell for political, social, and economic reform. These 
studies often captured CEP teachers’ leadership and activism before the 
movement arrived and after a local campaign ended.8 The CEP’s emphasis 
on literacy as a strategy for social change has drawn attention from educa-
tion scholars. In this field, David Levine’s work represents the most com-
prehensive study of the program’s blend of literacy education and political 
empowerment.9
 Across the South, local women integrated CEP teaching into ongoing 
community service, which helps explain why this region-wide mass mo-
bilization remained largely hidden from view. Everyone and no one knew 
about CEP classes, which creates a problem when trying to piece the puzzle 
together because, as historian Tiyi Morris wrote about Mississippi’s Wom-
anpower Unlimited, “this is simply what black women did; without fanfare 
or expecting praise.” Much of this community work went undocumented; 
however, in the CEP, teachers submitted attendance reports to receive 
monthly stipends. These reports along with teachers’ correspondence and 
surveys were transferred to the King Center and Emory University. Thus 
the CEP offers a rare opportunity to “render the invisible visible.”10 Still, 
there are gaps. CEP reports document extensive activity in South Caro-
lina, but local teachers’ attendance records and correspondence are missing 
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in archival collections. Attendance records, surveys, and program reports 
from late 1965 to early 1969 are scant compared to previous years. Existing 
records tell incomplete stories because teachers who wrote lengthy narra-
tives were the exception. The majority recorded brief comments in limited 
space provided on CEP forms. Oral history interviewing filled in some 
gaps, and a few former teachers graciously shared their stories. I found 
details about others in secondary sources, oral history collections, and lo-
cal newspapers. U.S. Census and vital records and newspaper articles shed 
further light. I located more details in organizational records as varied as 
the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) and the Mis-
sissippi State Sovereignty Commission.
 The Citizenship Education Program and Black Women’s Political Culture 
assembles these fragments to reveal an expansive story of black women’s 
grassroots activism, adding to scholarship that reframes a standard narra-
tive of the civil rights movement.11 The CEP fits into a familiar Montgom-
ery-to-Memphis timeframe, but alters the perspective to highlight lesser-
known people and places. In the same year as the U.S. Supreme Court’s 
landmark decision in Brown v. Board of Education, the citizenship school 
idea was born in discussions between Johns Island community activist 
Esau Jenkins, Charleston schoolteacher Septima Clark, and Highlander 
Folk School director Myles Horton. A month after a citywide bus boycott 
ended in Montgomery, Charleston beautician Bernice Robinson opened 
the first citizenship school on Johns Island. As television cameras followed 
Freedom Riders into Alabama and Mississippi in the spring of 1961, the 
CEP relocated to the SCLC’s Atlanta office. In 1962, with attention focused 
on Albany, Georgia, the program took root across the state in Savannah, 
eventually spreading to rural counties across the First Congressional Dis-
trict. Later that year, local women organized CEP classes in the Mississippi 
Delta just as SNCC organizers moved into the region. By the following year, 
CEP classes opened in Mississippi’s southeastern corner. As college stu-
dents attracted national attention during Freedom Summer, CEP teachers 
and students staffed multiservice community centers and registered voters 
for the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party (MFDP). By the end of that 
summer, CEP veterans were among the MFDP delegates on the national 
stage at the Democratic National Convention. The following spring, Martin 
Luther King, Jr., led marchers out of Selma. Cameras trained on King did 
not notice CEP teachers organizing in his wake. Into the late 1960s, local 
people adapted and applied CEP lessons in new battles for political empow-
erment and economic and social justice. Focusing on the CEP contributes 
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to a broader understanding of where, when, why, and how the movement 
happened.
 Centering the CEP also expands our understanding of who organized 
and who led. As Septima Clark explained, “The teachers we need in a Citi-
zenship School should be people who are respected by the members in the 
community, who can read well aloud, and who can write their names in 
cursive writing.” This criteria cast a wide net and pointed to black women 
as primary agents. When southern state legislatures passed segregation 
laws in the late nineteenth century, teaching remained one of the few pro-
fessions open to black women. Within separate school systems designed 
to reinforce racial inferiority and second-class citizenship, black teachers 
told and retold stories of resistance and achievement.12 The CEP drew on 
this role and these traditions. CEP teachers differed in age, experience, 
education, social class background, and occupation; however, teaching 
was familiar work, rooted in a gendered political culture nurtured over 
generations. Across the South, schoolteachers came out of retirement to 
organize CEP classes while the program attracted teachers forced out of 
public schools in post-Brown purges. Beauticians mobilized community 
networks and opened classes in independently owned businesses. Associa-
tion with the SCLC brought the program into black churches and tapped 
into churchwomen’s networks. Recent high school graduates inspired by 
young people sitting at lunch counters organized CEP classes. Still others 
had simply grown “sick and tired of being sick and tired.”13 The CEP wel-
comed this diverse group, mobilizing leaders and community networks in 
support of the broader movement. The flexible criteria for teachers coupled 
with a structured workbook, supporting materials, and schedule provided 
a blueprint that was transferred from one community to the next.
 The CEP always operated on two levels: institutional and local. The Citi-
zenship Education Program and Black Women’s Political Culture intertwines 
these narratives. Program administrators, first at Highlander and later at 
the SCLC, set policies, designed and led training workshops, recruited local 
teachers, crafted materials, and managed finances. CEP expansion within 
a rapidly changing landscape required ongoing revision and refinement, a 
process also taking place at the local level as CEP teachers and their students 
adapted and interpreted program lessons. Using a case study approach, The 
Citizenship Education Program and Black Women’s Political Culture exam-
ines groundwork in areas with concentrated CEP activity as well as the 
dynamic interactions between local people and organizations. Time and 
place mattered because communities and states crafted the narratives of 
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